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The meeting was organized by D. Jungnickel (Augsburg) and J. H. van Lint
(Eindhoven). The central theme of the conference was the interplay between

. coding theory, the theory of designs and finite geometry. 1t brought together
experts of these areas and gave the opportunity to learn and discuss the latest
developments in these fields. While the morni.ogs were filled with long talks,
there was only one talk per afternoon scheduled, leaving time for private
diseussions' and research.

Two main themes of the conference were difference sets on the one hand and
Z4-linear codes on the other hand. The most spectacular progress reported on
was probably Schmidt 's work on new exponent bounds for abelian difference
sets without any technical assumptions like self-conjugacy (and a variety of
other struetures whieh can be studied in terms of group rings); this result is
the first major breakthrough since Turyn 's classical wo/k of 1965. The talks
given on Z4-linear codes proved again how fruitful this point of view is in
dealing with seemingly non-linear phenomena.

The eonferenee was overshadowed by the deeease of Professor Edward F.
Assmus Jr., who died on March 18 during the conference. This eaused the
deeision to continue the conference only with a final memorial session, whence
only 15 talks were given.

The proceedings of the conference will now take the form of a memorial
tribute to Professor Assmus; several colleagues not present at the meeting
have been invited to contribute to this volume which will appear as a special
volume of the journal "Designs, Codes and Crypotography".
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EOWARD F. ASSMUS 1

Variations on a theme of Deisarte: the coding theory of nets

We show how Delsarte's work on binary codes of inversive planes extends to
the binary coding theory of odd-order nets. Roughly speaking, we linearize
Bruck~s theory of nets over the binary field. In particular, we give a neces
sary and sufficient eondition, similar to MacLane's eharacterization of planar
graphs, for a net to extend to an affine plane and a computable suffieient
condition for a (q + 1)/2-net of odd order q to extend to an affine plane. We _
indicate the generalization to affine I-designs and give many examples. We -
elose with several open questions.

JÜRGEN BIERBRAUER

Codes and Caps

We give a direet introduetion to the theory of cyclic codes and apply it to
constacyclic codes. This paves the way to a generalization of this notion,
whieh we call twisted codes. The basic instrument for the determination of
the basic parameters are cyclotomic cosets, the orbits under the action of the
Galois group.

Twisted codes are applied (a) for the construction of good quaternary and bi
nary codes, (b) for the construction of a 3-parameter family of 2-weight codes
and strongly regular graphs, which are related to the geometrical problem of
maximal ares, and (c) for the construction of quantum codes.

We remark that the nation of twisted codes is roughly equivalent to the
notion of Reed-Solomon subspace codes, which was developed independently
by McEliece, Solomon and Hattori.

In a second part we study caps in projective and affine spaces. We review
the classical recursive constructions and introduce some new constructions, !A
which lead to good results in projective dimensions 5 and 6. Finally we give -
a direct construction in dimension 4 in odd characteristic, which is based on \-
a family of ovoids on three hyperplanes in general position. The construction
is couched in the language of geometrie algebra. The main result are caps of
size 0(5/2 q2) in PG(4, q), q odd.

IThis abstract is taken out of the "Vortragsbuch"
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AIDEN A. BRUEN

Binary Linear Codes of Minimum Distance 4

(Joint work with David Wehlan)

We show the one-to-one correspondence between such codes C and caps S
in the projective space E = PG(n,2), i.e. sets of points in E with DO three
eollinear. It is the case that C is inextendable if and only if S is maximal.

We foeus on the case when S is large (i.e. (SI ~ 2n
-

1 +2) and maximal. The
. methods of Davydov and Tomhak are deseribed. Using a celebrated result

of M. Kneser they are able to show the following result.

Theorem: If S is maximal and IBI > 2n
-

1
, then ISI = 2n

-
1 + 2i , i =

0,1, ... , n - 3, n - 1. Moreover S is obtained by suceessivelydoubling a
maximal eap of size 2m

-
1 + 1 in PG(m - 2).

In order to obtain the structure of S we need the structure of a maximal eap
T with ITI = 2n

-
1 + 1 in PG(n,2). Examples of such T are described using

the tangent hyperplane construction and the "quasidoubling" construction.
We also discuss quasimaximal caps and give strueture theorems in various
cases. A connection with the colouring of graphs and Tutte's 2-blocks is also
described.

ROBERT CALDERBANK

Orthogonal Geometry and Quantum Error Correc~ion

(Joint work with Erie Rains, Peter Shor, and Neil Sloane)

Quantum effects are seidorn evident in today's electronic devices sinee the
quantum states of rnany millions of atoms are averaged together blurring
their discreteness. But in quantum eomputing the foundations of quantum
mechanics are finding direct and visible application in information process
ing. The unreasonable effectiveness of quantum eomputing is foupded on
coherent quantum superposition or entanglement which allows a large num
ber of calculations to be performed simultaneously. This coherence is lost as
a quantum system interacts with its environment and an important challenge
today is to devise means of preserving it.
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A quantum errar correcting code is a way of encoding quantum states into
qubits so that error or decoherence in a small number of individual qubits
has little or no effect on the encoded data. This talk will describe a beautiful
group theoretic framework that simplifies the presentation of known quan
tum error correcting codes and greatly facilitates the construction of new
examples.

IWAN DUURSMA

Split weight enumerators for Preparata codes with applications to
designs

(Joint work with Chunming Rang and Kyeongcheol Yang)

Quaternary Preparata codes have a 2-transitive affine automorphisnl group.
Their combinatorial structure is rieher than indicated by the automorphism
group. Helleseth, Rong and Yang found various 3-designs by taking the
supports of codewords as blocks. In a joint work with these authors wc
abtain the stranger property that the split complete weight enunlerator of
a Preparata code at three given positions daes not depend on the three
positions.

SHUHONG GAO

Absolute irreducibility of polynomials via Newton polytopes

Absolute irreducibility of polynomials is crueial in many applieations, includ
ing finite geometry and algebraic geometrie codes. In this talk, we develop a
new method for proving absolute irredueibility of multivariable polynonlials
over any field. We associate a polynomial with a polytope, called the New-
ton polytape of the polynomial. A polynomial is absolutely irreducible if its •
Newton polytope is indecomposable. This can be viewed as a generaliza-
tion of Eisenstein's criterion. We construct several classes of indecomposable
polytopes and thus give many infinite families of absolutely irreducible poly
nomials over an arbitrary field. We apply this technique to polynomials
related to codes over finite fields.
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TOR HELLESETH

3-Designs from Preparata codes, Kerdock codes and related codes
over Z4

The Preparata code Pm of Jength 2m over Z4 has parity-check matrix

[
1111 1 ]

H = 0 1 ß ß2 ß2rn -2 .

where ß is an element of order 2m
- 1 in the Galois ring GR(4, m).

A vector is denoted to be of the type 1nl 2n2 31\3 ono if i occurs ni times,
i = 0, 1, 2,3, as a component. The nonzero positions (or supports) of a
fixed type of low Hamming weight in the Preparata code over Z4 are shown
to form 3-designs.The codewords of minimum Lee weight in the Preparata
code Pm forany odd integer mare of the type 13 21 31 on-5 or 1!21 33 on-5.

Changing the sign of a codeword leads to a codeword with the same support.
Hence, to construct simple designs (designs without repeated blocks), we only
consider the former type. Note that the codewords of minimal Lee weight
have Hamming weight 5.

Theorem: The supports of the codewords of type 13 21 31 on~5 (or }1 21 33 on-5)

in the Preparata code Pm over Z4 form a 3-(2m
, 5,10) design for any odd in

teger m'~ 3.

Further aB codewords of a fixed type of support size 6 form a design. As an
example we have:

Theorem: The supports of the codewords of type 15 2° 31 on-6 in the:Preparata
code Pm over Z4 form a 3-(2m

, 6, 2m - 8) design for any odd integer m ~ 5.

The dual code of the Preparata code over Z4 is the Kerdock code over Z4.The
codewords of each type in the Kerdock code aver Z4 give"a design. As an
example we have:

Theorem: The supports of the codewords of the type 11\1 2n2 3n3 on-nI -1\2- n 3

in the Kerdock code Km of length n = 2m over Z4 form a 3-(2m, k,..\) design
for any odd integer m ~ 3, where k = 2m - 1 +2m - 2 - 2

m;3, .-\ = k(k -1)(k
2)/(2m - 2) and nt = 2m - 2 + 2 m;3 , n2 = n3 = 2m - 2 _ 2 m;3 .

Further results also reveal similar examples of 3-designs in the Goethals code
over Z4.
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YURY J. IONIN

A technique for construeting symmetrie designs

We introduee a uniform technique for eonstrueting a family of symmetrie
designs with parameters (v(qm+l - 1}/(q - 1), kqm, "\qm}, where m is any
positive integer, (v, k,"\) are the parameters of a smaller symmetrie design,
and q = k2

/ (k-"\) is a prime power. In this teehnique, the ineidenee matrix of
the initial symmetrie (v, k, A)-design is to be contained in a set M of matrices
of order v satisfying conditions (i) each matrix X E M has a constant row e
sum r(X) and (ii) there exists a bijection u : M ---+ M such thai a q- 1 is
the identity, (aX)(uy)T = XyT for any X, Y E M, r(a}:) = r(.Y) and
Lf~: uiX = ((q - l)r(X)/v)J for any X E M.

We utilize the Davis and Jedwab approach to construeting difference sets
to show that our construction works whenever (v, k,..\) are the parameters
of a MeFarland difference set or its complement, a Spenee difference set
or its complement, a Davis-Jedwab differenee set or its eonlplement, 01' a
Hadamard difference set of order 9· 4d , thus obtaining seven infinite falnilies
of symmetrie designs.

JONATHAN JEDWAB

Golay complementary sequences and Reed-Muller codes

(Joint work with James Davis)

In order to solve an applied problem in digital communieation engineering
we examined the strueture of binary "Golay sequences" of length 2m , namely
sequences A belonging to a Golay eomplementary pair {A, B}. 1"'his unusual
formulation led us to discover an unexpected connection with Reed-Muller
codes. Specifically, we can represent 2m+lm~/2 binary Golay sequences as
m!/2 cosets of RM(l, m) within RM(2, m). For each such sequence A we can e
exhibit foul' sequences B forming a Golay eomplementary pair with A. This
result generalises naturally from the binary alphabet to the 2h-ary alphabet,
conneeting 2h-ary Golay sequences of length 2m to a new generalisation of the
Reed-Muller code over the ring Z2h. We give an efficient recursive decoding
algorithm for the new Reed~Muller code involving a modifieation of the fast
Hadamard transform.
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VLADIMIR I. LEVENSHTEIN

Relationships between bounds Cor codes and designs in the
Hamming and Johnson spaces

For a P- and Q-polynomial association scheme (graph) X, the problems of
finding the maximum size A(X, d) of a code C ~ X with the minimum dis
tance d and the minimum size B(X, d) of a code C ~ X with the minimum
dual distance d (or, equivalently, (d - 1)-design C ~ X) are considered. In
particular, for the Hamming space X = H:, B(X, t + 1) is the minimum

. size lv t of an orthogonal array OA1(t, n, v) of strength t and, for the John
son space X = J~, B(X, t + 1) is the minimum size 1(~)/(7) of a block
t-design Sl(t, w, n). For optimal codes there is the Bassalygo-Elias inequality
(:) A(H;, 2d) ::; 2n A( J~, d), where the Johnson distance equals. ~alf of the
Hamming distance between binary vectors. This inequality was ~used to ob
tain the best asymptotic bound on A(H'2, 2d) using bounds on A(J~,d). The
problem is to find an analogue of this inequality for optimal designs and im
prove bound for B(H;,2d) using the known bounds on B(J~,d).. A solution
of this problem will be given, but only in terms of the linear programming
bo~nds.

DeIsarte considered two (code and design) linear programming problems for
hoth the systems P and Q of orthogonal polynomials and proved that

A(X, d) ~ min(AQ(X, d), IX'IIBp(X, d)),
B(X,d) ~ max(BQ(X,d), IXIIAp(X,d)),

where AQ(X, d) and Ap(X, d) are the solut10ns of the code problem for sys
tems Q and P, respectively, and BQ(X, d) and Bp(X, d) are those for the de
sign problem. Rodemich {ound the following analogue of th,e Bassalygo-Elias
inequality in terms of the linear programming bounds: (:)AQ(H2,2d) :::;
2n AQ(J~, d). Recently the author proved that

AQ(X, d)Bp(X, d) = Ap(X, d)BQ(X, d) = lXI.
This inequality, applied to X = H; and X = J~, the coincidence Q with P
for the Hamming space, and the Rodemich result imply that BQ (H!i ,2d) =
Bp(H'2,2d) ~ Bp(J~,d) = (:)IAQ(J~,d). In particular, this approach al
lows one to improve upon the Rao and Ray-Chaudhuri-Wilson bounds on
the size of orthogonal arrays and block designs when their strength t is suf
ficiently large as compared to n with the help of the author's upper bound
of 1978 on the sjze of codes in the Hamming and Johnson spaces.
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BERNHARD SCHMIDT

Towards Ryser's coojecture aod more

In this talk, a new approach to the study of cyclotomic integers of prescribed
absolute value is presented which has strong implications on several combi
natorial structures including (relative) difference sets, quasiregular projective
planes, planar functions, and group invariant weighing matrices. One of the
main consequences is that the exponent of an abelian group G containing a

1

(v, k, A, n )-difference set cannot exceed e'-l ~(v,n) ) 2 v, where s is the numher e
of odd prime'divisors of v and F(v, n) is a number theoretic parameter whose
order of magnitude usually is the square free part of v. This implies, for in-
stance, that for any finite set P of primes there is a constant C such that
exp{G) ~ CIGI 1/ 2 for any abelian group G containing a Hadamard difference
set whose order is a product of powers of primes in P. Furthermore, we are
able to verify Ryser's conjecture for most parameter series of known differ-
ence sets. This includes a striking progress towards the circulant Haclan1arcl
matrix conjecture. A computer search showed that there is no Barker se-
quence of length 1 with 13 < 1 ~ 4 . 1012

. Finally, we present new necessary
conditions for the existence of quasiregular projective planes and group in-
variant weighing matrices including asymptotic exponent bounds for cases
which previously had been completely intractable.

MOHAN S. SHRIKHANDE

On classification of two class partially balanced designs

Let r = (V, E) be a strongly regular graph and B a family of k-subsets
(blocks) of V. The pair D = (V, ß) is a partially balanced (v, k, A, Jl)-design
on r if for any distinct vertices x and y, the number of blocks containing
{x, y} is A if {x, y} is an edge and is Jl otherwise. In such a design, the
replication number r satisfies r ~ 2A - Jl.

We obtain a complete classification of designs with r = 2A - JL in case r
has an eigenvalue -2. We show there are three infinite families (and their
complements) and several sporadic designs. The sporadic designs correspond
to the Petersen, Clebsch, and Shrikhande graphs and the triangular graph
T(4).
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VLADIMJR D. TONCHEV

Linear Perfeet Codes and a Characterization of the Classical
Designs

A new definition for the dimension of a combinatorial t-(v, k, A) design over
a finite field is proposed. The complementary designs of the hyperplanes in
a finite projective or affine geometry, and the finite Desarguesian planes in
particular, are characterized as the unique (up to isomorphism) designs with
the given parameters and minimum dimension. This generalizes a well-known
characterization of the binary hyperplaneodesigns in terms of thejr minimum
2-rank. The praof utilizes the q-ary analogue of the Hamming code, and a
group-theoretic characterization of the classical designs.

HAROLD N. WARD

Divisible Codes

Let C be a linear code over CF(q). An integer D is a divisor of C if D
divides the weight of every member of C. C is called divisible if it has a
divisor bigger than 1. When D and q are relatively prime, C is equivalent to
a D-fold replicated code, perhaps with extra zero coordinates.

If q is apower of the prime p, and pe divides C but pe+l does not, e is
called the exponent of C. If G is a subgroup of the group of C" one seeks
to relate e to properties of C as aG-module. The present pape'r illustrates
these connections for the case q ~ 2. They are established by using a po
larization process applied to the weight function w on C and to w /2 e read
modulo 2. The results presented are in part a summary of material from
the author's chapter in the forthcoming "Handbook of Coding Theory." The
talk mentions recent applications to codes meeting the Griesmer bound.
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QING XIANG

Hyperovals, cyclic difference sets and codes

(Joint work with Ron Evans and Christian Krattenthaler)

Recently, Maschietti constructed three families of (2d
- 1, 2d-l - 1, 2d

- 2 - 1)
cyclic difference sets by using monomial hyperovals in PG(2,2d

). In this
talk, we first give a new proof for Maschietti 's construction by using.Jacobi
sums. Then using Stickelberger's theorem on the prime ideal factorization of
Gauss sums, we compute the 2-ranks for the difference sets from the Segre e
hyperovals. For the difference sets from the Glynn hyperovals, we conjecture
that their 2-ranks satisfy certain 5-term recurrence relations.

VICTOR ZINOVIEV

On Z4-linear Goethals codes and Kloosterman sums

(Joint Work with Tor Helleseth)

Studying the coset weight distributions of the weIl known binary Z4-1inear
Goethals codes, we connect these codes with the Kloosterman sums. From
one side, we obtain for some cases, of the cosets of weight four, the exact
expressions for the number of code words of weight four in terms of the
Kloosterman sums. From the other side, we obtain some limitations for
the possible values of the Kloosterman sums, which improve the weIl known
results due to Lachaud and Wolfmann.

Berichterstatter: Jörg Eisfeld (Gießen)
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Programme of the conference

Chair: Jacob J. Seidel
HAROLD N. WARD: Divisible Codes

09:30-10:30
10:30-11:30

11 :30-12:30

16:00-17:00

Monday, 16 March 1998

09:15-09:30 JACOBUS H. VAN LINT: Welcome

Chair: Jacobus H. van Lint
AIDEN BRUEN: Binary linear codes of minimum distance 4
YURY J. IONIN: A technique for constructing symmetrie
designs
ROBERT A. CALDERBANK: Orthogonal geometry and
quantum error correction

09:15-10:15

10:20-11:20
11:25-12:25

16:00-17:00

Tuesday, 17 March 1998

Chair: James W. P. Hirschfeld
VLADIMIR I. LEVENSHTEIN: Relationships between bounds
for codes and designs in the Hamming and Johnson spaees
QING XIANG: Hyperovals, Cyclic difference sets and codes
E. F. ASSMUS : Variations. on a theme of DeIsarte: the eod
ing theory of nets

Chair: Richard M. WiIson
JÜRGEN BIERBRAUER: Codes and caps

Wednesday, 18 March 1998

Chair: Joseph A. Thas
09:15-10:15 VICTOR A. ZINOVIEV: On Z4-linear Goethals eodes and

Kloosterman sums
10:20-11 :20 MOHAN SHRIKHANDE: On classifieation of two dass par

tially balaneed designs
11:25-12:25 SHUHONG GAO: Absolute irreducibility of polynomials via

Newton polytopes
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Thursday, 19 March 1998

Chair: Marialuisa de Resmini
09:15-10:15 BERNHARD SCHMIDT: Towards Ryser's conjecture and

more

* * *
Memorial session for E. F. Assmus

Chajr: Dieter Jungnickel _ ~
14:00-14:25 TOR HELLESETH: 3-Designs from Preparata codes, Kerdock" ~,

codes and related codes over Z4 ( '-
14:25-14:50 IWAN DUURSMA: Split weight enumerators for Preparata

codes with applications to designs
14:50-15:45 JONATHAN JEDWAB: Golay complementary sequences and

Reed-Muller codes
16:30-17:25 VLADIMIR D. TONCHEV: Linear perfeet codes and a char

acterization of the classical designs
17:30-17:45 ROBERT A. CALDERBANK: E. F. Assmus
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